
Epidemiology Simulation
Click to Start



This simulation might be triggering to those 
feeling sensitive to people becoming sick 

and/or passing away.



How this tutorial will work: Every slide you will be 
given an instruction and up to 3 choices to choose 

OK: I Understood the 
instruction, finished the 
task and am ready to 
move on
How: Give me a more 
in-depth explanation

Show: Take me to a 
project that has this 
code 

Takes you back to the previous slide

Instructor? Click here 
for the cheat sheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10Ci6naYObwfkzWDl8R_UAmllvqFmEO0YEHez2gOi5f4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10Ci6naYObwfkzWDl8R_UAmllvqFmEO0YEHez2gOi5f4/edit?usp=sharing


Setup Instruction 1: In the Google chrome browser, 
Go to agentsheets.com and make an account by 
clicking sign up. Click OK when done or How for 
more help.

OK How

#
#


Click on the video to learn how to make an AgentSheets account

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QZ89pwSznw
#
#


Instruction 2 & 3: Click on New Project Button at the 
top right of the agentsheets webpage, name the 
project something Disease Spread related, and click 
the New Project Button. Click OK when done or 
How for more help.

OK How



Instruction 2 & 3: Click on New Project Button at the top right, name the project 
something Disease Spread related, and click the New Project Button. 

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FxdHDgS55U


Introduction to the disease spread simulation

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNCgszV0GAQ


Summary
-We Will 

1. Create a background
2. Create a 3D person: Healthy, Sick and Recovered
3. Move Randomly
4. If a healthy student is next to a sick person, they will get sick with 

some %
5. A sick person will become healthy with some % chance
6. A sick person will disappear with some % chance

OK



Instruction 4: Create a background agent

In bottom left

1

2

4

5

6

3

OK How



Instruction 4: Create a background agent

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuRRpnC8_AY


Instruction 5: Place the background  agent in the world and save

ShowOK How

1

2

3
Click and Drag

4

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395500&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395500&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395500&mode=edit


Instruction 5: Place the background agent in the world and save

OK

Show

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2905XdXlAU
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395500&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395500&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395500&mode=edit


Instruction 6: Add a Human Agent

1

2

4

5

6

3

Pick 
one

OK How Show

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit


Instruction 6: Add a Human Agent

OK

Show

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZDeU8XJge8
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit


Instruction 7: Optional- draw your own 3D human agent

Double Click

Selection tools

Mirror Tools

Pencil

Erase

Fill

OK How



Instruction 7: Optional- draw your own 3D human agent

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhLKif14zmM


Instruction 8: Create a sick human Shape

1

2

3

4
5

Double click

6

7

8

Fill with green

9

OK How Show

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395610&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395610&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395610&mode=edit


Instruction 8: Create a sick human Shape

Show

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-w39ixwm11Y
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395601&mode=edit


Instruction 9: Rotate the world and save

1

Click and drag up to make the 
world level

2

3

OK How



Instruction 9: Rotate the world and save

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mnxn2KNTa2w


Instruction 10: Add a few sick people and a bunch of healthy people to the level

1

2

3

Click and drag

4

5

6

Click 
and drag

7

OK

How

Show

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395626&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395626&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395626&mode=edit


Instruction 10: Add a few sick people and a bunch of healthy people to the level

Show

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md9OULU8Otg
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395626&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395626&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1395626&mode=edit


How we program our agents in agentcubes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOQYWxCT8Ls


Instruction 11: Programming the human agent to move random on the background every 
0.5 seconds 

1

2
3

OK How Show

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit


Instruction 11: 
Programming the 
human agent to move 
random on the 
background every 0.5 
seconds 

Show

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCRccCXvZFk
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit


Methods in AgentCubes

Methods (also called functions) allow us to organize a rule or group of rules in one place

A Method Called Get Sick A Method Called Recover A Method Called Erase

We will add the following methods to our person agent

OK



Instruction 12: Add a 3 methods to your project: 1 named “getSick” one named “recover” 
and one named “erase”

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
Repeat 1-6 for 
recover and erase

OK How



Instruction 12: Add a 3 methods to your project: 1 named “getSick” one named 
“recover” and one named “erase”

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kxZDqFh1zM


Instruction 13: Program the following rule in the getSick method: If I see myself as healthy 
and am next to at least 1 sick person, with some % chance I get sick

IF I see myself 
as healthy

AND I’m next 
to one or more 
sick person

AND with a 
50% chance

Then I change 
into a sick person

In the getsick method

OK How



Instruction 13: Program the following rule in the getSick method: If I see myself as healthy and am next to 
at least 1 sick person, with some % chance I get sick

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DU1lmKdn2g


Instruction 14: Invoke the getSick method from the while running method

Methods must be invoked for their code to run. 

The while-running method is a special method that runs many times a second after you 
hit the play button. Currently it has a rule that moves the person agent randomly every .5 
seconds

We can update the while-running method as follows to invoke the getSick method

1

OK

How

Show

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396409&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396737&mode=edit


Instruction 14: Invoke the getSick method from the while running method

Show

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PveFgmuGhg
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396737&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396737&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396737&mode=edit


Playtesting

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATKw57zZZTE


Instruction 15: Create a recovered human shape that looks different from the other shapes

OK

How

Show

1 2

3 4

5

Double click

6

Make it unique

7

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396750&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396750&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396750&mode=edit


Instruction 15: Create a recovered human shape

Show

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zkj0OFmNOg
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396750&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396750&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396750&mode=edit


Instruction 16: Program a rule in the recover method that says If I see myself as 
sick, with a 50% percent chance, I change to recovered, and invoke the recover 
method in the while-running method

IF I see myself 
as sick

AND with a 
50% chance

Then change 
myself
to recovered

In the while-running method

In the recover method

Invoke the 
Recover
method

OK

How

Show

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396754&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396754&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396754&mode=edit


Instruction 16: Program a rule in the recover method that says: If I see 
myself as sick, with a 50% percent chance, I change to recovered

Show

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HE3Kbl06UvU
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396754&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396754&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396754&mode=edit


Playtesting

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSQp9nwQfAQ


Instruction 17: Program a rule in the erase method that says If I see myself as sick, 
with a 50% percent chance, I erases myself, and invoke the erase method in the 
while-running method

In the erase method

IF I see 
myself as 
sick

And with a 
50% 
chance

Then erase 
myself

Invoke the 
erase method

OK

How

Show

https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396760&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396760&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396760&mode=edit


Instruction 17: Program a rule in the erase method that says If I see myself as sick, with a 
50% percent chance, I erases myself, and invoke the erase method in the while-running 
method

Show

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4WkgY2UDR4
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396760&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396760&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396760&mode=edit


Playtesting

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXH8w7_OoK4


Instruction 18:FINAL STEP:  Follow the video to Create an Agent to plot the populations 
of sick, healthy and recovered

OK

Show

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7U-a_G6JsA0
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396765&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396765&mode=edit
https://agentsheets.com/Ristretto3D/public/Ristretto3D.html?nid=1396765&mode=edit


Experiment 1: What do you think would happen if 
you decrease recover percent and decrease erase 
percent to 10% and run the simulation? Was your 
prediction correct?

OK



Experiment 1:

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oNbenIKj-M


Experiment 2: What if we increase the erase percent 
to 90%, what would you think would happen as 
compared to experiment 1?

OK



Experiment 2

OK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmE40Oe-tF0


Experiment 3: A Quarantine Experiment

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK48-II6IHU

